DRURY SCHOOL: Policy 5.04 – Dress Code
Rationale:
This policy aims to give a clear guideline on student dress to clarify that which is required at Drury School.

Purposes:
1
To make sure consideration of health and safety are taken into account.
2
To foster individual and school pride in appearance.
3
To set clear values.

Guidelines:
1

From 2006 and onwards it is mandatory for all pupils to wear the prescribed Drury School uniform unless
given consent.

2

Plain long-sleeve thermal/polyprop black or school green may be worn in Term 2 or 3 only under the school
shirt.
Black shoes and socks or black sandals/jandals – no other visible colour.

3

The wearing of jewellery is not acceptable with the exception of stud earrings
(max one per ear), ‘medic alert’ jewellery, and watches.

4

The following has been deemed unsuitable as school wear:
 platform shoes
(large soled)
 short, tight skirts
(minis)
 long skirts
(ankle length)
 skimpy tops showing mid-riffs
 tattoos and hand/arm writing
 coloured nail polish
 noticeable hair dye
 tee shirts with inappropriate messages
 any form of make-up
 Bandanas/headscarves
 Ugg boots
 Headwear of any colour other than black or school coloured green.

5

The prescibed School Uniform (as follows) must be worn in a tidy condition.
* Shorts
*Cullottes
* Short Sleeve Polo Shirt
* Bucket Hat
* Polar Fleece

6

All children will wear Drury School sunhats outside during Terms 1 and 4, or be seated in shade.
Appropriate headwear may be worn outside in winter.
No inside wearing of headwear at any time.

7

For all school sporting activities, children will be wear Drury Uniform or
School Sports uniform as follows:
1
Drury School T Shirt (yellow with green motif)
Black shorts
Black socks
Appropriate sports shoes.
2
Drury Club netball uniform
3
Drury rugby uniform

Conclusion:
As a reflection of the pride in themselves and Drury School, we expect that our children will be appropriately
dressed for all school activities. This includes wearing the uniform in the appropriate manner.
In particular, children in the senior school are expected to take a leadership role and model the school uniform in
an appropriate manner at all times.
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